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MOTUS adaptable folding tables and mobile 

accessories allow an effortless transformation 

from boardroom to flexible, multi-use space.

MOTUS pairs uncompromised aesthetics with 

an innovative and intuitive interface to redefine 

reconfigurable tables. Table ganging, caster 

locking, leveling, cable management, and power 

distribution have all been thoughtfully engineered 

to optimize user experience. Every facet of 

performance in multipurpose space has been 

considered and enhanced in the patented design.   

MOTUS delivers advanced function within the 

form of a design classic.  

Patent No. US8359983 B2
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Motus tables pair executive aesthet-

ics with an innovative and intuitive 

interface to redefine reconfigurable 

tables.
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TOP LEFT | Patented table-gang-

ing and leveling with innovative 

magnetic power distribution revolu-

tionize flip-top table performance.

BOTTOM LEFT | A concealed base feed 

provides power & data connectivity.

RIGHT | Adaptable mobile tables pro-

vide flexibility with executive-level 

sophistication. 
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TOP LEFT |  Tables flip and nest easily 

on concealed casters.

BOTTOM LEFT | The Motus adjustable-

height mobile lectern accommodates 

presenters of every height with a 

push of a button.

RIGHT | Motus table surfaces are avail-

able in a variety of beautiful, durable 

surface materials including wood, glass, 

laminate, & manufactured stone.
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TOP LEFT | Motus2 square tables also 

fold, move, and nest.

BOTTOM LEFT | Easily access power and 

data with dual-flip grommets.

RIGHT | Motus2 allows effortless trans-

formation from boardroom to flexible, 

multi-use space. 10



T-base Motus tables with integrated 

modesty panels are reconfigured 

daily to meet ever-changing needs.
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Motus delivers unparalleled crafts-

manship with grain-matched genuine 

veneers.
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M O T U S

Best of NeoCon | BEST OF COMPETITION
Best of NeoCon | Gold Winner | Training & Work Tables

Best of NeoCon | Silver Winner | Conference Room
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